Software made simple
for busy people, like you
Brady Workstation Software

Less stress. More
efficient. Just what
you’re looking for.
Faster
If it feels like the world is moving faster than ever, you’re right. So it’s important to make every minute count,
especially when you’re creating labels and signs in the workplace. It should take just minutes to import data,
design, format and print. If that’s not the case, we can help you find a better solution – with software.

Easier
When it comes to software, choose a system that’s easy to use, like Brady Workstation. It’s got an intuitive
interface and integrates easily with whatever work you do. Brady Workstation gives you time-saving features like
auto-formatting and built-in templates. Plus, the software seamlessly organizes, manages and monitors your
tasks, so you can spend more time on other things.

Better
It’s true, software can be an investment. You invest financially and with your time as new software means new
training for your employees. So, when you’re ready to make that investment, choose to work with a company
that can make the whole experience better.
• Single-point customer support
• Customized solutions
• Discounts dependent upon the licenses required
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Getting started
Since your software will be integrated with your workflow, get a suite that matches it: Safety and Facility, Product
and Wire ID or Lab Identification. Each suite is a collection of apps designed to improve workplace performance.

Accessibility
Because this software is easy to access, intuitive and runs seamlessly, no in-depth training is needed. Just download
Brady Workstation at BradyID.com/workstation, select the suites or apps you need, design your labels and print with
your Brady printer. Use the built-in regulations, standards, pictograms and common phrases, or import your own
data to create what you need: wire and cable labels, component labels, signs, pipe markers and lockout procedures.

A full solution
If you’re looking for the right solution, try the whole solution. This involves everything you need – from start to finish.
With Brady’s full solution, you get:
•
•
•
•

Top-performing materials
Industrial desktop and portable printers
Brady Workstation software and downloadable apps
Tech support for set up, troubleshooting and even a first-time walk through, if you need it

BradyID.com/workstation • 1-888-272-3946
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An application powerhouse
You do a lot in a day, but how does it all fit in with software? Easy. Just find your activity on the left side, and
connect the dots.

What sort of signs and labels are you
looking to create?
Arc flash labels
Arrow tape

Safety and Facility Product and Wire
Laboratory
Identification Suite Identification Suite Identification Suite

•
•
•

Asset tags
GHS labels
Lean, gauge and inventory labels

•
•
•

Patch panel labels
Pipe markers
Safety and facility signs

•
•
•

Sleeve labels

•

Slide labels

•

Terminal block labels

•
•

Tissue cassette labels
Tube and vial labels
Valve tags

•
•

Vial top labels

•

Wire and cable labels (wrap and flag)

What else are you looking to do?
Take advantage of these additional capabilities, included in all suites:
• Import data from spreadsheets and other file types
• C
 reate labels based on numeric and alphanumeric
sequences

• Import custom graphics

• Create barcodes with human readable text

• Group text fields and graphics

• C
 reate barcodes or text through the combination
of multiple input fields

• Align all objects on label to desired spec

• Create templates with locked and editable fields

• Group multiple files together to print all at once

• Set elements on label to editable or locked
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• Categorized graphics library with hundreds of
standardized graphics

• Flip text vertically or horizontally on label

Brady Workstation suites

Safety and Facility
Identification Suite

Product and Wire
Identification Suite

Laboratory Identification
Suite

Make colorful visuals to keep your facility
safe and compliant. This group of apps
helps you create signs, labels, pipe markers
and lean visuals. Use predefined templates
or customize to suit your needs.

Create product and wire identification
labels in an instant using the apps in this
suite. Your go-to solution for labels with
text and graphics, custom formatting and
serialized labels.

Get your lab running more efficiently by
eliminating costly identification errors. This
comprehensive group of apps makes it easy
to create custom labels that fit the specific
needs of your lab.

BWS-SFIDS-NA-EM

Email activation code

BWS-PWIDS-EM

Email activation code

BWS-SFIDS-NA-CD

CD

BWS-PWIDS-CD

CD

BWS-LABS-EM

Email activation code

Get started today
Download your free 30-day trial at BradyID.com/workstation

BradyID.com/workstation • 1-888-272-3946
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Brady Workstation suites and apps
Printing automation suites

Print Partner Suite

Data Automation Suite

Scan and Print Suite

Quickly create labels with support from
a variety of data sources. This group of
apps features fill-in templates and options
for importing data. It can also generate
sequential data for your labels.

Destination: automation. This group of apps
lets you fully automate your label printing.
The easiest way to create an automated,
error-free labeling process is using templates
and importing data.

Solve your workflow needs with just
one suite. This group of apps helps you
create labels using data from a barcode
scanner, keyboard or custom script. Data is
populated using label templates.

BWS-PPS-EM

Email activation code

BWS-DAS-EM

Email activation code

BWS-SPS-EM

Email activation code

BWS-PPS-CD

CD

BWS-DAS-CD

CD

BWS-SPS-CD

CD

Apps

Get started today
Download your free 30-day trial
at BradyID.com/workstation

Lockout Writer App
This intuitive tool allows you to create,
store and print simple lockout procedures,
associated tags and energy source labels
quickly and easily.
BWRK-LOW-DWN

Email activation code

BWRK-LOW-CD

CD

GHS Chemical
Identification App
Get a streamlined label creation process
so you can easily enter the data just once
from your SDS sheets, then create and print
GHS labels on demand. You can also
auto-populate your GHS label using the
built-in chemical database.
BWRK-GHS-DWN
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Email activation code

BradyID.com/workstation • 1-888-272-3946
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850291

We identify and protect premises,
products and people.
For more information or to learn more about our innovative
products, visit BradyID.com/workstation or call 1-888-272-3946.

MS4850291

USA
Customer Service: 1-888-272-3946
Inside Sales: 1-888-311-0775
BradyID.com
Canada
Customer Service: 1-800-263-6179
BradyCanada.ca
Mexico
Customer Service: 1-800-262-7777
Inside Sales: 1-800-262-7777 ext 177
BradyLatinAmerica.com

Y4885486

MS4885486
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